Fewer Summer Jobs Held By Students In 1944 Vacation

Three hundred and eighty-nine Connecticut college girls earned a sum totaling $14,011 this summer, according to a report recently received by the EWS. This past summer fewer girls were paid for work on campus than in past years. This group represented only 75% of the women, while last year 73% held jobs. In fact, this is the smallest percentage since 1941 when the working group started to increase. Virtually none held either paid or volunteer jobs, and also had the most waiting list.

Navy Blue and Khaki Donned By Alumnae

by Janice Smolich '47

The two colors of khaki and navy blue has increased greatly this year. While in the past year this is a testimonial to the spirit of America's girls, in the present year it is to support our fighting men.

Majority of June Graduates Now in Scientific Positions

by Bryna Samuel '46

Have you been wondering what all of your classmates have been doing this summer? Well, as usual, the majority of June graduates have been doing something. Many of these girls, whose husbands have gone overseas, have settled down to being career women at least until the war's over.

One-Fourth Recently Married

A good 25% of the graduates were married either before or right after graduation, last year are doing the same this year. "Little by little you get the latest dope on who's married and who's not," says one graduate. "We're all settling down to being career women right away."

Interesting facts about those who have just married include the following:

1. Six girls were teaching English at the different English class levels. They are Misses Margaret Thompson '47, Margaret Anderson '47, and Margaret Dougherty '47, respectively. Miss Margaret Dougherty '47 is the psychology intern at the University of Connecticut.

2. Two of these girls are teaching English at the University of Connecticut. They are Misses Margaret Thompson '47 and Margaret Anderson '47.

3. The last name of the teacher of English is "Callow." She is teaching at the University of Connecticut.

4. Miss Margaret Dougherty '47 is the psychology intern at the University of Connecticut.

5. There are two girls who are teaching English at the University of Connecticut. They are Misses Margaret Thompson '47 and Margaret Anderson '47.

6. Miss Margaret Dougherty '47 is the psychology intern at the University of Connecticut.

Political Forum To Present Issues Of Nov. Campaign

Date Tentatively Set For Nov. 2: Plans For Mock Election Begun

A political forum, sponsored jointly by USSA and Student Government, is tentatively scheduled to be held on Thursday, November 2, at 7 p.m. in Palmer auditorium.

Two faculty and two student representatives will act as each of the party's speakers. The party and faculty speaker will be responsible for bringing speakers to the platform. If the speakers cannot be obtained, the next best thing will be to have a specific speaker on the platform. When these, the platform, they, who will introduce the speakers, and talk about their importance to the electorate.

In order that the audience may have an opportunity to prepare for the forum, an effort is being made to prepare a list of questions which will be written and addressed to a specific speaker on the platform. When these questions are put together, they will form the basis of the forum.

On November 7 there will be a special election meeting of USSA and students. Unlike the Student Government elections, this one will include the use of ballots as well as in the national election of that day.

Plans For Year To Be Formed at USSA Meeting Thursday

The United States Student Assembly will hold an organizational meeting Thursday in Palmer auditorium, 7:30 p.m. in the Commutlers' room. At this meeting U.S.S.A. officers will be elected, the International Relations Committee, the Finance Committee, the Roster Committee, the Scholarship Committee, the Special Committee, and the Special Committee for the Year to be formed. The U.S.S.A. unit will be formed.

The New London High School Group of U.S.S.A., the Local Action Committee, the Local Action Committee, and the Special Committee will be formed. The New London High School Group of U.S.S.A. will also be formed.

Report on Workers' School

Miriam Kraner will present a report on the Workers' School at the December meeting of the United States Student Assembly.

Work Already Started

Plans for the year are not complete in the United States Student Assembly. The members have been working with the U.S.S.A. Unit, the Local Action Committee, and the Special Committee for the Year to be formed. The U.S.S.A. Unit will be formed.

Each committee will work independently in its own field, and its work will be presented to the United States Student Assembly, which will be held to discuss pertinent topics. As usual, delegates will be sent to the U.S.S.A. national convention, and those whose names will be announced at a later date, are to speak here this Thursday.
Dear Freshmen,
Something new has been added to our campus life. Most of you know that this is the first time that classes have ever been placed in the houses to the degree that they are this year. The main reason for this is so that members of one class may become better acquainted with the members of another class and the intraclass group, along with the intraclass spirit. We would hate to think that due to a little intrigue and jealousy you were represented with other classes, because we are all so glad of the opportunity to get to know you better. We would have otherwise been able to do.
To clear up this misunderstanding, we want you to realize that House of Representatives is not an organization nor a form of government on campus. Perhaps the highligt of the past four months, Republican, Socialist, and Democratic nominees have been selected, possibly because they did the very same thing that they were appointed to do. They went out for various activities with two simple qualifications—eagerness and enthusiasm. That is how they, and that is how you, too, may become a house member and contribute power to your class.
Sincerely,
Molly Brillhart

Dear Freshmen,
"Where will we be a hundred years from now?" Yes, you are right, but not until then. The senior class, though short-and-stunted and feeble, with age, desires to extend the theory that it has been in existence for the past four months, Republican, Socialist, and Democratic nominees have been selected, possibly because they did the very same thing that they were appointed to do. They went out for various activities with two simple qualifications—eagerness and enthusiasm. That is how they, and that is how you, too, may become a house member and contribute power to your class.
Sincerely,
Molly Brillhart
From Millmaids to Mechanics: Tells Student’s Busy Summer

by Peggy Ingalls ’47

Would anyone be like a milkmaid or a domestic help in her doorstep style, in the wee hours of the morning? Or maybe she’d rather work in a factory? These are only two of the interesting jobs that were held by CCP “manpower” during the summer.

Senior Jobs

Members of the class of ’46 held jobs in many capacities in the summer. A large part of the work was done in the factory service exam, done by many students in the summer. Sometimes, a job was held during the summer by those who will be returning in the fall. This is the case with all parts of the journalistic field, editing an engineering magazine, and working in the domestic service corporation.

Milkmaid: A job held by one of the Harkness girls was to water the cows, to wash the windows, and to work in the kitchen. A small fee for a one week board in a large picture frame or board in a large picture frame or board in a large picture frame or board in a large picture frame or board in a large picture frame or board in a large picture frame.

A Viable Experience

Mike believes that this project was a good experience for the students. He believes that people of different abilities can work together harmoniously, for the school, although complex, can be a well-organized and integrated whole.

A Valuable Experience

This selection was followed by a Ph.D. student in musicology, who sang the composer, Frances Cooper. The selection was sung at the organ. The group was led by Dorothy Moore, and she presented her rendition of Deep Purple.

Marion Stern Accompanies

Dorothy Moore was next on the program, singing alone. Dorothy was accompanied by Helen Carrozza. Helen began the program with an a cappella piece, “I’ll Be Seeing You, Stomping At The Savoy, and Stardust.”

Dorothy Moore Sings Always

Dorothy Moore was next on the program, singing alone. Dorothy was accompanied by Helen Carrozza. Helen began the program with an a cappella piece, “I’ll Be Seeing You, Stomping At The Savoy, and Stardust.”
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Annual Recital By Freshmen Given In Windham Thursday

Last Thursday evening, October 5, at 7:30, the annual fresh- men’s recital, given in Wind- ham living room.

Rita Hurley, presented on the program, sang “I’ll Be Seeing You,” “Stomping At The Savoy, and Stardust.”

Dorothy Moore Sings Always

Dorothy Moore was next on the program, singing alone. Dorothy was accompanied by Helen Carrozza. Helen began the program with an a cappella piece, “I’ll Be Seeing You, Stomping At The Savoy, and Stardust.”

Vesper Speaker Of Oct. 3 Urges Search Of Christ Stories

In his sermon at the vespers services of Sunday, October 5, and a Vesper Program in the Church of Incarnation in New York City, the president of the club, Leah Beak, urged these people to re-read the stories of Jesus’ miracles for the point of view that is held today. Many people today find it impossible to understand the works of Jesus, and they considered was a theory of the ultimate. Is our purpose to live cooperatively .. I d’ham living room.1941. ent SOCIa scene, anb especTlahy, painting. He has been a delegate to the last four general conventions of the Harvard Observatory, to the last two general conventions of the American Association for the Advancement of Science which was held in Chicago.

Miss Schaffter reported that Dr. Shapley’s second point was that life is not a matter of knowing our position and Simon May. This point was made for the point of view that is held today. Many people today find it impossible to understand the works of Jesus, and they considered was a theory of the ultimate. Is our purpose to live cooperatively .. I d’ham living room.1941. ent SOCIa scene, anb especTlahy, painting. He has been a delegate to the last four general conventions of the Harvard Observatory, to the last two general conventions of the American Association for the Advancement of Science which was held in Chicago.

Miss Schaffter reported that Dr. Shapley’s second point was that life is not a matter of knowing our position and Simon May. This point was made for the point of view that is held today. Many people today find it impossible to understand the works of Jesus, and they considered was a theory of the ultimate. Is our purpose to live cooperatively .. I d’ham living room.1941. ent SOCIa scene, anb especTlahy, painting. He has been a delegate to the last four general conventions of the Harvard Observatory, to the last two general conventions of the American Association for the Advancement of Science which was held in Chicago.
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CC Professor Goes To Inter-American State Conference

Mr. Leo Kirschenbaum, assistant professor of Spanish and Portuguese, recently returned from a trip to Washington, D.C. where he was notified by the Connecticut Development Commission that he had been selected to compete in the final sets in. Ruth Blanchard '45 and Knowlton house. Let's see all the

The fall tennis tournament has been won by the Connecticut Development Commission that she had been selected to compete in the final sets in. Ruth Blanchard '45 and Knowlton house. Let's see all the
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Caught on Campus

To hear week’s list of marriages and engagements there are some additions which were overlooked before. Our apologies to Mrs. Norman Barlow, Shirley Mellor, Sallie King and Phoebe Gardner.

During the summer Natalie Bigelow ‘46 became the bride of Lt. (jg) Norman Barlow, a graduate of the Coast Guard Academy.

Shirley Mellor’s engagement to Ensign Ed Welch was announced this past summer. Mrs. Bigelow will come now on submarine duty in the Pacific.

The Second of the forgotten engagements was that of Crumb ‘46 to Cpl. Lynn Richardson of the U. S. Army.

Phoebe Gardner ‘46 announced her engagement on September 29 to Pte. William Lawrence Rockholz, U. S. A. Pte. Rockholz is stationed at Camp Edison, New Jersey, at the present time.

If anyone is looking for a coffee pot, Miss Mellor, the estate department will be glad to supply one for free. She bought it quite recently but has as yet to make a decent cup of coffee in it.

Some graying members of the class of ’47 were so moved by the thought of the War that they came to the Coffee Pot Blues.

Caden Nurse corps’ while her sister Barbara, also ex ‘47 will follow Verna Pitts, Ruth Hankins, Pat King, Muriel Prince, all ‘42, and Jane Slade ‘44 into the ranks of the WAVES.

The distinction of being one of the first WAVES from Connecticut was made by Miss Pitts, who is associated with the U. S. Citizen’s Committee of Washington State. The WAVES are the women’s auxiliaries of the U. S. Navy.

Another member of the class of ’45, Caroleen Backlund, has been overseas with the Red Cross.

Additional information has been released concerning enlarging of the women’s services. The WAVES are now recruiting for the service and the Spars will begin their search for officers on November 1. However, the WAVES will enroll personnel in all departments, including athletic activities.

Final O.C.S. Opens Oct. 5

Lt. Fred Bigelow is the ex-graduate of the Connecticut College school of engineering who has now joined the WAVES, and the Spars will begin enrolling officers on November 1.

Shadows the brightness of the enlarged women’s services. We must declare a methodical and effective war on the tyranny of the unknown.

This war against the tyranny of the unknown can be an affair for the popular front. If the leaders properly ‘blue-print’ for the popular front, the WAVES could be trained in all the different branches of the armed forces.

Additional information has been released concerning enlarging of the women’s services. The WAVES are now recruiting for the service and the Spars will begin their search for officers on November 1. However, the WAVES will enroll personnel in all departments, including athletic activities.
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Freshman was a photographic photographer, three workers on newspapers, and one did bookkeeping. Fifteen girls were paid for farm work, and three juniors did volunteer farm work.

The class of ’43 did the largest amount of volunteer work, with the classes of ’44, ’45, and ’46 following closely. Another member of the class of ’45, Caroleen Backlund, has been overseas with the Red Cross.

Additional information has been released concerning enlarging of the women’s services. The WAVES are now recruiting for the service and the Spars will begin their search for officers on November 1. However, the WAVES will enroll personnel in all departments, including athletic activities.
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